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Motivation
§ Testing concurrent programs has become a major challenge due to the many different ways threads can
interleave.
§ One solution is to use tools, such as NASA's Java PathFinder (JPF), to explore the thread interleaving space.
§ This tool’s limitation is that the data is generally in the form of bulk text logs, which provide little support
for common analysis tasks, such as finding common and rare error states.
Research Goal:
To provide a solution to the analytic limitations of JPF by developing an interactive visualization tool,
TIE, which integrates with JPF to enhance concurrency debugging.

Model Checking Tools
§ Model Checking
§ Given a model of a system, a model checker will determine if the model satisfies a specific requirement.
§ NASA’s Java PathFinder (JPF) [1,2]
§ An explicit state model checker for Java bytecode programs that focuses on finding concurrency related
defects such as deadlocks and data race conditions.
§ JPF determines if a program has a concurrency bug by searching the entire state space (i.e., all possible
thread interleavings) of a concurrent program.

Thread Interleaving Explorer Visualization
Each column represents a specific schedule that
leads to a concurrency bug. Each block within a
column represents a transition in the schedule
and the color of the block corresponds to a
specific thread.

The "Sort" function sorts the schedules in
ascending or descending order based on the total
number of transitions, the type of bug caught by
the error schedule, or based on schedule
similarity.

A selected schedule is rendered with
brighter variants of the thread hues.

Source code from the concurrent program under
test [left]. The JPF raw data output for the
selected transition within a particular thread
interleaving [right].

Within the selected schedule, the specific
transition that is selected is identified by a
red oval.

When a transition is selected (indicated by
a red border), the corresponding source
code and JPF output are highlighted.

Gold highlights [optional] reveal all other
transitions that execute the same source
code as the selected transition.

A summary of the current JPF execution.

Specific details of a particular thread interleaving
schedule is presented.

Control buttons support stepping sequential
through the selected interleaving schedule.

When a transition is selected it is
highlighted with a red border.

Conclusions & Future Work
§ The TIE Visualization allows a software developer to see the patterns of thread interleavings and explore error
states resulting from concurrency bugs. The visualization is closely integrated with JPF to allow for
visualization of outputs while model checking is in progress.
§ Future research plans include:
§ Implement visualizations to represent overall statistical error data of the JPF execution
§ Implement additional visualization techniques to represent sorted thread interleaving data
§ Study and refine TIE techniques through deployment to the JPF Community
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